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HUNTED
Zoe Espanol

Footsteps.
I pause listening to the quiet of the rainforest 
surrounding me. 
Silence.
I must have just imagined them.
But then there it is again, rustling in the thick 
brush. I tense up immediately assume the worst 
I’ve been followed.
HUNTED.
My mind turns to routes of escape. There was a 
river about 2 miles back. Other than that I don’t 
see any other plausible escape. Not that the river 
is a very realistic one. That’s when I realize, I have 
no idea where I am!
I’ve been running recklessly through the hot sticky 
climate of the jungle. Not even with slightest 
idea of where I’m going. I only know one thing 
for certain I can’t go back. No one has ever gone 
back. Once you’re chosen for the ritual your blood 
will be spilt. Whether or not it’s actually on sacred 
ground makes no difference to the chief of the 
village. The gods must be appeased he says. It 
doesn’t seem to matter that some innocent 15 
year old has to give up their entire life. The only 
thing that matters is someone has to die.
The loud rustling brings me back to the present. I 
know with untold certainty that these are my last 
moments on earth.
The rustling grows louder behind me and then 
something hard and sharp hits me on the head.
And then darkness. Just darkness, but I know that 
I’m not dead at least not yet.

FOR WHAT IT’S WORTH
Big Boss

The alarm clock. Oh the dreaded alarm clock. Despite it being 
the first thing I hear every morning, it’s not a sound I’ve ever 
gotten used to hearing. I mean who wants to start a day with 
WAHWAHWAH? It’s not just the annoying sound either, it’s the 
waking up part that’s bad, but the alarm makes it worse! I mean 
I know it’s helpful for getting my lazy butt out of bed, but can’t it 
wake you up in a better way? Why such an obnoxious noise that 
the whole house can hear? What if you have to get up at 6:00 AM, 
while your lucky roommate doesn’t have to get up until 9:00? That 
makes it extremely inconveniencing for both people. 
I also just hate sleep in general. I could get so much more done 
if I didn’t have to shut my eyes and go unconscious for a few 
hours. Everybody has a different sleeping schedule. There are the 
early birds who represent the majority of our society, functioning 
naturally during the day, and there’s the night owls who function 
naturally during the night. We need both these kind of people to 
make the world work.

THE DINING ROOM SCENE
Tess Dupont

I had begun my search of the house around 11. I had been through 
most of the rooms all except one. The dining room. As I walked 
in I noticed the deep dark red of the mahogany wood table. The 
worn cushions of the chairs. Everything seemed old. Even the smell 
of the air.  It smelt of cigar smoke and dead skin. I looked towards 
the old clock in the bottom right of the room. Its chiming and by 
breathing were the old things I could here. The time was 12:20. I 
had ten minutes before the owner of the house returned. I started 
towards the exit when I knocked into a large china cabinet that I 
had not remarked when I had walked in. Sounds of crashing china 
fills the air. A searing pain fills my right hand. One of the plate 
shards had cut across my hand. As the last falls all becomes quiet. 
After I regained my composure. I walk towards the front door; the 
sound of a key turning in a lock fills my ears. They were home early. 
Shoot. 

Benjamin Franklin“Either write something worth reading or do something worth writing.”

UNTITLED by TessCOLOURS by Renee Nikkel

UNTITLED by Sasha & Oliver
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BOOK REVIEW: THE STARS OF SUMMER
Book Review by Renee Nikkel

I’m only a few chapters into the book, but The Stars of Summer by Tara Dairman is about a twelve-year-old girl 
named Gladys Gatsby, who is reviewing restaurants for a famous magazine without her parents’ permission. 
She’s having a hard time keeping the reviews a secret, and she’s mostly relying on her best friend Sandy to 
help her manage everything. Only one problem—Sandy is going away to a sleepover camp in the middle of 
nowhere, and Gladys is worried she won’t be able to handle it all. 
What I really like about this book is how real the characters are. Tara Dairman did an amazing job at illustrating 
who the characters are through their actions. For example, when Charissa is getting picked up to go Gladys’ 
birthday dinner, she is wearing an elaborate dress in which she swirls and flounces a lot, and she greets Gladys 
with a big kiss. Without saying anything, I could tell that Charissa was a clothes-lover, a shopper, perhaps 
bubbly and talkative, and very likely rich. 
The only thing that is a little off about this book is that while it is written in third person, it feels like it should 
have been written in first person from Gladys’ point of view. 
In all, this book is really good and I would recommend it to anyone who likes a summer story with a lot of food 
and fun. I can’t wait to finish it!

Lord Acton“Learn as much by writing as by reading.”

A WIZARD’S FAMILIAR
Mckenna Harper

My name is Everest, and I’m a familiar at Skytalon School for Young Wizards! My partner’s name is Celeste, and 
she’s a 6th grade wizard who specializes in cosmic magic, that’s the power of the stars for those of you who 
don’t know. My mom is Jupiter, the familiar of headmistress Omnia. And, like all the owl familiars, I can open 
portals. You see, each familiar has a talent; owls can open portals, cats can move objects with their minds, 
toads can sense vibrations in the earth, blue jays can create illusions, and pocket dragons are tiny dragons .I 
perched on Celeste’s shoulder as she walked to first lesson of the semester which was potions, and we were 
finally there. Celeste glanced at the ingredients list, “Right,” She turned to me, “we need rosemary, sorrel, and 
mint.” She touched the moonstone teardrop on her silver necklace; I felt her magic surging into the matching 
one on my ankle. I focused our shared energy, and opened a swirling blue portal just big enough for me to go 
through; I jumped through it and found myself in a field. Rosemary? Check. Sorrel? Check. Mint? Check. I took 
out my pouch and began gathering the ingredients. I was halfway through collecting the sorrel, when sudden-
ly, I heard Celeste’s voice in my head “Everest, can you hear me? We’re under attack! I need you!” As soon as 
she finished I opened a portal and jumped through. I was too late, well, almost. Celeste was still there, and so 
were the headmistress, and Mom! She flew towards me and rapidly started explaining, “Honey, I’m so glad 
your hear! We herd a battle in the classroom, and came as quickly as we could, but we could only save your 
partner.”  “Save her from what?” I asked, “the shadow casters, have been taking students for a long time. It’s 
time to take action.” “Let’s go!” Exclaimed Celeste. Omnia sighed, “We would have done that long ago, but 
they hide in a different dimension, and we don’t have a portal.” “Well, two owls that share blood can open a 
portal to a different dimension, and my daughter’s right here. It’s the only way.” Jupiter said, “Yes, I suppose” 
Omnia replied. We touched wings and opened a dark purple portal. Everyone lept through. Soon, we were in a 
dark realm. Celeste and Omnia griped their wands, I clenched my sword. There were at least 50 shadow cast-
ers. They charged, we charged. Jupiter flew over to me “You and Celeste rescue the wizards, we’ll be fine. “ 
Celeste joined me, fear in her eyes, and together we opened a portal to the 
prison. The entire potions class was locked behind black iron bars. Celeste 
cast a starburst spell, and suddenly, the caged exploded, freeing everyone. 
Celeste sent energy to me, I felt magic poring through my veins, I opened a 
portal back to the battle field. Omnia and Jupiter were losing. But with a fill 
class of wizards behind them, they soon took the lead. Fireballs were flying. 
Soon, a bald eagle charged me, he too had a sword in his talons. He struck, I 
blocked. We went back and forth in till he got bored and stabbed, his sword 
hit my wing, knocking me out of the air and sending my plummeting to the 
ground. This is it, I thought. I’m falling. But just then, a portal opened be-
neath me, and I landed safely on the ground. My mother was next to me, 
fighting off the eagle that had come to finish me off. With all the effort left 
in me, I hurled my sword at him. It was over. The battle stopped. The head-
mistress and Celeste had taken the shadow caster leader down, and the rest 
were retreating. Jupiter and I opened a portal back to Skytalon, and I spent 
the next month in bed waiting for my wing to heal (stupid eagle). The End.UNTITLED by Katrin UNTITLED by Calli Boniferro EVEREST by Mckenna Harper
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THE LEGEND OF ERATH
Brock Lanctot

Back before the Untite war a baby boy washed up 
on Oilken shores in a basket of Replex design.  Now 
everyone in the continent of Mauriel knows that the 
Replex Vikings are the most vicious men alive.  They 
once took on an army of giants and slaughtered them 
without losing a single man. 
No one dared approach the child for a week as they 
waited for the baby to perish.  It never came.  Then 
one couple took it upon themselves to raise this child 
under their roof as their son. They named the baby 
Mesitle.  When Mesitle was four, he said that his name 
was not Mesitle but Eris Erath.  He also said that he 
was born in the Draug mountains among the dragons 
and is destined to lead the Belaria provinces to 
victory against the Untite empire.  Mesitle’s parents 
thought he was adorable.  The other kids thought he 
wanted to play dragons and knights.  The other adults 
just laughed.  How they were all wrong. 
The next year, Mesitle made a bow and shot a duck.  
Two years later, Mesitle tamed a horse and named her 
Sejal.  When he was eight, he caught a Dogledort and 
kept it as a pet for six months before letting it go.  
When he turned ten, he got lost in the Bowor forest, 
the place the people of Oilken feared most.  At this 
time there were few who loved Mesitle and thought 
he was destined to become something of prodigious 
talent.  
Nobody felt much grief and if they did, it wasn’t 
for long; for many townsfolk deep down feared his 
presence for he was a Replex Viking.  The townsfolk 
setup a memorial, and that was all.
Three weeks later, Mesitle  walked into town wearing 
a Bowor bear’s pelt.  Most townsfolk were outraged.  
How could he survive when so many others have 
died.  He was driven out from Oilken on the spot.  For 

Mesitle, he was free.  No longer would people call 
him Mesitle.  Now he was Eris Erath.  Eris ran straight 
into the Bowor forest never to be seen in Oilken 
again.
From there he befriended the Bowor people and 
traveled to the Dwarn mountains.  There, he lived 
with the dwarves until he was thirty.  While he was 
there, he met Votuka the Dwarf.  They immediately 
became friends and companions.  They traveled to 
Elkar home of the elves and Eris tamed a kijilot wolf 
who he later named Siloko.  Together, Eris and Votuka 
met an Elvish  sharpshooter by the name of Halukae.
Halukae had recently been decommissioned by the 
Elven army.  Looking for work he found his place 
traveling with Eris and Votuka.  Together they made a 
trio.  During the trio’s time among the elves, war was 
brewing in the lands of men.
A Qatarac  had possessed the Untite  emperor’s 
mind and had attacked the Belaria provinces and was 
taking them one by one. Eris knew where he had to 
be.  The trio began a trek across the void to save the 
Belaria provinces from destruction. 
After suffering many attacks from bandits they finally 
arrived at their destination.  Rallying the remaining 
provinces to fight back they defeated the Untite army 
at the province of Knem. The battle was so heavily 
fought that the province of Knem was destroyed.  It 
soon became known as the Blood Plaines.  
After defeating the Untite  army the trio was lost 
to history. Some say they died.  Others say they  
traveled to the Gia mountains and eventually the 
Draug mountains: Eris’ birth place.  One thing is for 
certain though: Eris lives in a burrow on the side of 
a mountain popping up every millennium or so to 
give a hero a gentle shove in the right direction.  But 
nobody will ever know for sure because he has always 
disappeared.  Again, nobody will ever know for sure.

Gustave Flaubert“The art of writing is the art of discovering what you believe.”

UNTITLED by Jessica Lei

THE LEGEND OF ERATH by Brock Lanctot

UNTITLED by Ava Dlugolecki

UNTITLED by Courtney Lacroix
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TWISTED
Erin Huson

How she managed to make me feel warm but also gave me chills confused me. She could make me feel 
anything with just the simplest touch, that’s how powerful our connection was. I could only hope that she 
could feel it too.
People in movies always say that kisses with the one who holds their heart is “like fireworks”. Our kiss could 
not be tied down to the definition of fireworks, it was exhilarating and comforting and by all means, beautiful. 
Kissing her was like… Wow. When we were close together like that, my ability to think and speak diminished, I 
felt blank. If I even dared to try to speak, it would all lead back to her. When my lips are pressed against hers, 
she’s all I can think about. Not who I am or what my job is, just her. But do I have it in me to betray everyone, 
including my friends and family, for my love? She’s done so many awful things…
“She gets in your head,” I remember my mentor warning me, “She gets in your head so you won’t fight back 
against her. She’s not to be trusted, I can promise you that.”
That was one of the few things he had said. But who was I to trust in a time like this? I had gone through 
years of training, just so I would be the hero who brought down a ruler so wicked that even her parents were 
scared of her. This was my life’s work, but all of the sudden I was questioning if any of it was actually worth 
it. I started questioning it more when she pulled 
back, clearly prepared to speak to me. Her coffee-
coloured eyes were clouded with something, but I 
couldn’t figure out what… Was it anger? Despair? 
I couldn’t figure it out.
“I don’t want to be… against you…” She 
breathed softly, gazing in to my eyes. I pushed 
back some of her hair gently, smiling just a little so 
she could know that I had a plan for everything to 
work out.
“You don’t have to be. This doesn’t have to be 
hero versus villain.” I said gently, smiling more, 
unable to contain it. “It can be us versus them. 
Our families are not the ones to tell us of our 
fates, we are the ones who will decide it for 
ourselves. If you will have me, I would like to start 
our lives over with you… I think I’m in love with 
you, Princess Grace.”
“I think I’m in love with you too, Leo. Let’s start 
over… Together.”

BOOK REVIEW: MISSION HINDENBURG
Book Review by Daniel Quan

I just read the 39 clues book, Mission Hindenburg. It is an action-packed story, with twists, thrills, and Tasers 
along the way! A mysterious man, who calls himself the Outcast, warns them of danger by a poem read in the 
sky. Fifteen minutes later, they see the blimp explode at the airfield. They learn the Outcast plans to make 
a new Hindenburg, that will end up destroying the era of airship-travel. The team of heroes, just teenagers, 
has to stop the twisted plan. The Outcast has promised that the Karman Line will be crossed by an airship, 
and that disaster will follow, just like the Hindenburg incident. The Karman Line is 62 miles up, and marks 
the beginning of outer space. Six airship teams will try to cross the line, but then an unforeseen complication 
forces the competition to be postponed to the next day. With only two airships left, but with time ticking, and 
a traitor planning sabotage to the airship, there are only two outcomes, each resulting in death of people on 
one airship or another. With a twist ending, and secrets revealed, Mission Hindenburg is a great read!

F. Scott Fitzgerald“All good writing is swimming under water and holding your breath.”

UNTITLED by Sophia Yuan THE SCORCH by Bram
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HALE AND LEELA
Taryn Reid

Listen.
She’s standing at the bar, serving a drink to a 
customer, and you somehow figure out her name. 
Leela. It’s a pretty name, suits her, like the glitz and 
glamour and smoky effervescence of the bar. Her 
brother’s behind her, setting a watchful glance at the 
man she’s serving. He’s got a brotherly-protective 
look set on his face and he bares his teeth in a smile. 
He works here too, and you figure out his name’s 
Hale. He matches his sister but he’s darker, not in 
appearance, but in another way. He’s got kind of a 
shadow around him. Like a pair of horror movie twins. 
One dark, one light. 
Watch.
Leela bends over the counter. She and her brother 
are working the bar for that shift, and you can read 
her thoughts. She usually works the pool, and you 
can tell she misses it, as the customers are ten times 
more raucous and usually ten times more drunk. 
Occasionally one of her friends from university is 
there, grinning and calling, “Hey, Leela, hey, come 
over here,” before splashing her with pool water. But 
her mind has to be tuned to the people at the bar, 
and more specifically, the people she’s serving.
“One hard whiskey, just the way you like it, Mr,” she 
says, placing the drink in front of him. 
Listen.
He’s feeling the noise and the rush of the bar, but 
he likes it, likes the way the drinks slip out of bottles 
and glimmer in the neon lighting of the bar. He and 
his sister are a dual combo, a team. Like Batman 
and Robin, although there’s no real, clear leader. No 
‘I’m-better-than-you’, although it used to be better 
back in the old days, before Mom left and Dad died 
and they played in the front yard with green bikes 
and blue bikes and sidewalk chalk. And then all of the 
above happened and they turned twenty-one and 

Leela thought that it’d be a good idea to work in this 
bar. It was fun at first, with learning how to mix drinks 
and the feeling of him and Leela being a perfect team 
together. But now it’s been a year, the bubbly smell of 
alcohol is forever in his nose and it’s loud, so so loud, 
and when he gets back to his apartment he stays 
awake forever with the noise in his head.
Watch.
Hale passes Leela a drink and she serves another 
customer. He checks the clock on the wall, and it’s 
nearing midnight, the peak hour. Someone upstairs 
yells, a single harsh syllable. There’s a bachelor party 
going on upstairs, and Hale made sure to stick his 
least favourite co-worker to work on that shift. You 
place a hand on his shoulder, although you know he 
doesn’t notice. The music grows louder, with an ever-
growing, throbbing bass that worms its way into your 
skull, A cloud of bubbles in bright colours waft over 
to him and Leela, who pops one with an index finger 
and laughs, her teeth glinting in the neon lights. He’s 
not sure if he’s hallucinating it or if someone actually 
is blowing bubbles. Working a bar on four hours of 
sleep is his modus operandi, after all. No wonder he 
might be seeing things.
He passes a cocktail to Leela to serve to a customer, 
and he rests his head for just a moment on the cool 
wood of the bar shelves. 
You admit it. You’ve grown fond of Hale and his 
horror-movie twin Leela, Hale with his shadowy 
disposition and her, glitzy, with fluffy curls and 
cosmetic dentistry. You rest a head on his shoulder, 
and you imagine he smiles. “Leela,” you ask, turning 
to her, your voice an unsightly rasp in your throat, “it’s 
the busy hour, isn’t it? I know you look tired, but it’s 
going to be okay.” Leela fixes her curls, laughs at a 
joke a customer makes. Her brain is an endless reel of 
‘I want to go home, I want to go home, please, I’m so 
tired’ She doesn’t answer you, but it’s not like she can 
hear you. 
After all, you’re a ghost, and this is what you do for 
fun.

Isaac Asimov“Writing, to me, is simply thinking through my fingers.”

THE CLOUDS
Samantha Roberson

She keeps running. The fear of being 
caught scared her too much to stop. Her 
bare feet stomp on the dirt path. 
The girl’s hands clench on to her sea 
green dress. The smell of death lingers 
throughout the forest. The blackened trees 
stretch out to grab the fragile girl. The 
clap of thunder behind reminds her that 
she cannot stop running. She tumbles over 
her own feet. Quickly, she scrambles to 
her cold, wet feet. A few locks of golden 
blonde hair fall over her eyes. Several 
lights in the distant glow, catching the 
girls’ eye. She’s close. She follows the dirt 
path until Town Square is in view. A few 
people peek their heads through windows 
and doors. She has forgotten what year 
she was in, though it was not the first time 
she had been in this era. All though, the 
last time she had visited-thunder was not 
chasing her for a diamond neckless she 
had stolen. Now, she would have given 
it back in a heartbeat, if her life did not 
depend on it. She was determined to hold 
onto that neckless more than anything. 
She needed it to complete her machine. 
“RETURN THE NECKLESS!” The clouds 
bellow. She spins around, looking at the 
clouds.
“Never.” She tells them. The loudest clap 
of thunder rings in her ears. Before she 
knows what is happening, the girl who was 
once standing outside of Town Square is 
nothing but her sea green dress.
That is the last time anyone sees Lena.

THE GLADE by Desmond

UNTITLED by Sarah Lacroix
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A LEAP OF FAITH
Emily Hayes

My stomach clenches, and I start to wonder if this is really the best idea. I shake out my jittery limbs and 
grin nervously over at my friends standing beside me as the others shout encouragement from below. I take 
a deep breath, smelling the fresh mountain air and tasting the raindrops on my tongue, then slide my leg 
over the cold metal bar. My hiking boots clang on the tiny metal platform that seems entirely too rickety to 
be safe. The instructor hooks the special ropes onto my harness, hands them to me carefully, and nods. I’m 
ready.
I look down, realizing only now just how high up I am, and how sharp the rocks look below me. A car rushes 
by on the road behind me, spraying droplets of water on my nervously buzzing companions. I glance at them 
with a small smile, then back at the instructor. “Now?” I ask, voice tinged with reluctance. “Now,” he replies. 
I nod and squeeze my eyes shut, holding my breath. I nod one more time, and without another word, leap 
backwards off the bridge.

E. L. Doctorow“Writing is an exploration. You start from nothing and learn as you go.”

ZEBRA
Lillian Kennedy

One day I was walking 
and I saw a Zebra! I said 
Zebra no way it can’t be 
a Zebra, so I continue 
walking and if it is a Zebra 
it would attack me! So I 
went to my friend’s places 
and all of my friend’s said 
that I was losing it! So I 
told all of my friend’s you 
are losing it and I am not! 
No one believed me so 
I went over to the Zebra 
and found out that the 
Zebra was not a Zebra at 
all it was a poster for a 
Zebra themed food store! 
So I went to all of my 
friend’s places and told 
them what had happened 
and I said sorry and they 
said sorry too! UNTITLED by Lillian Kennedy

BOOK REVIEW: ALL WE HAVE IS NOW
Book Review by Arianna Dallyn

From the cover to the characters, this book is dazzling. All We Have Is Now follows the story of two best 
friends, Emerson and Vince. They lead lives of hunger and loneliness, on the streets or wherever they can 
find to stay. Soon it won’t matter where they stay because a meteor is going to strike the entirety of North 
America and leave bodies and destruction in its wake.
Just 24 hours left. A man named Carl inspires them to make the most of the time left, show others that their 
wishes can come true and that they should leave the world with no regrets.
To me, these characters felt real. They all had dreams and true feelings, even the minor characters, such as the 
workaholic who had fallen in love with Paris at a young age, and the wannabe rock star, who is a sixteen year 
old who feels he doesn’t deserve what he has.
Out of all the characters, I especially enjoyed Carl, who has a fraction of the book in his point of view. Carl 
made me feel like I was there with him. A journey that started out fun, but wasn’t that great when he had 
to go through a lot to get back to his wife. He gave away everything but was still perfectly content. He is 
admirable for that.
I loved the theme and think this book may be one of many to come about what we call ‘The End’. The End of 
life caused by something we can’t control. Also, it kept me guessing. You don’t know if the meteor is going to 
strike until the very end.
A smile was on my face for a lot of the time reading All We Have Is Now and I couldn’t put it down for hours. 
To be honest, it at one point brought me to tears. This book makes you think. About what it would be like if it 
was the end of everything. If all the things we did would never matter.
Although the majority of the scenes were great, there were times when Emerson was a tiny bit 
underdeveloped. I feel that if that was changed some scenes could have been improved. Emerson was a very 
simple character at some moments so a couple of times we heard her opinion instead of seeing emotions. 
For example, there’s a part where Vince, her best friend [and possible love interest ;)], is kissing another girl. 
She says that he shouldn’t be doing it, but she doesn’t show that she’s jealous. We know Emerson is jealous 
because we know how she feels about him. But she just stomps off and only later admits jealously. Otherwise 
she was a very enjoyable character.
Overall, this was a well written story about first loves, friendship, family, and the real life struggles that some 
people deal with. My rating is 3.5/4 stars and I would definitely recommend to teen readers. Order this book 
for your personal, public, and school libraries if you haven’t already. There is nothing I can compare it to 
because I’ve never read anything like it. This is another great book by Lisa Schroeder.
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BLOOD
Anonymous

Blood. We can see blood.
Everyday.
Anytime.
Blood.
On television. 
Shows of murder and war.
Blood. 
Clever policemen who die on the 
job.
Responsibility to their city-
in Blood.
Trickling

Overwhelming
Blood.
Rotting the minds of children.
Your children. 
Blood. 
In books.
Good books.
Blood.
Mysteries, Fantasy, Fiction.
Science, Romance, Horror.
Blood.
Nonfiction and Realistic.
Because this is life.
Blood.
On the streets. 
Mugging and cruel violence.

Blood.
Killing because of race.
The close minded show us
Blood.
Beautiful creatures hunted,
Going extinct because of our want 
for
Blood.
Homophobes shunning people 
with potential.
Even their own
Blood.
Everyday. 
You can’t shield us. 
Just teach us that this is wrong.

Maya Angelou“Easy reading is damn hard writing.”

BOOKCAMP by Ava Dlugolecki

BOOK CAMP SIGNATURES
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